Land of the Little People
Land of the Little People is a real winner for audiences of all ages! The show captures the
imagination of anyone who has ever wondered about the belief in the Little People. In this
heartwarming story, Harry Stubb faces his troubles with the guidance of two magical Little
People. Their trail leads from the noisy old toys in Harry's room to the peaceful Scarecrow,
Clementine. Harry faces his fears by crossing the treacherous Spooky Creek. In the last scene,
while sharing a moment with his Grandfather he is rewarded beneath a shimmering rainbow
where the Little People dance.
------------------------------------------The funny and touching tale of two magical Little People helping Harry Stubb face his troubles.
---------------------------------------Come along with Maritime Marionettes and explore the ancient belief in a simpler, smaller world.
The lifelike marionettes tell the heartwarming story of Harry Stubb who faces his troubles with
the help of the magical Little People.
Harry Stubb was a bored
and worried young boy,
who was sent to his Grandpa's
where there weren't many toys.
Just a strange wooden box
and an old puppet stage
that belonged to his Grandpa
in a forgotten age.
But then one day
his Grandpa did say,
when he was a young boy
he saw Little People at play.
From that day on
Harry's life was to change,
for later that night
in the shadows they came...
Join Harry Stubb as he is unknowlingly guided by Brave and Shadow, two magical Little
People. Their trail leads from the noisy old toys in Harry's room to the peaceful Scarecrow,
Clementine. Crossing the treacherous Spooky Creek, the troubled Harry faces his fears and
puts his worries to rest. He is rewarded beneath a brilliant, shining rainbow where he beholds
the joyful dance of the elusive Little People.
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